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ABSTRACT
Family 48 cellobiohydrolases are some of the most abundant glycoside hydrolases in nature. They are able to degrade cellulosic biomass and therefore serve as good enzyme candidates for biofuel production. Family 48 cellulases hydrolyze cellulose
chains via a processive mechanism, and produce end products composed primarily of cellobiose as well as other cellooligomers (dp  4). The challenge of utilizing cellulases in biofuel production lies in their extremely slow turnover rate. A factor
contributing to the low enzyme activity is suggested to be product binding to enzyme and the resulting performance inhibition. In this study, we quantitatively evaluated the product inhibitory effect of four family 48 glycoside hydrolases using
molecular dynamics simulations and product expulsion free-energy calculations. We also suggested a series of single mutants
of the four family 48 glycoside hydrolases with theoretically reduced level of product inhibition. The theoretical calculations
provide a guide for future experimental studies designed to produce mutant cellulases with enhanced activity.
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INTRODUCTION
Lignocellulosic biomass exists abundantly in nature,
and is considered the primary resource for producing
biofuel. In principle, conversion of lignocellulose into
valuable products involves three steps: a pretreatment
that separates and removes the lignin and hemicellulose
components, an enzymatic treatment that hydrolyzes cellulose into soluble cellodextrins and glucose; and finally,
fermentation that converts these sugars to desired products. The biomass conversion process, nevertheless, still
remains somewhat inefficient due to biomass recalcitrance and low enzyme specific activity. The prevalence
of lignin molecules in biomass, interacting with the cellulose, strongly hinders cellulose degradation.1 The insolubility of crystalline cellulose in aqueous and most
organic solvents further limits its accessibility to the
hydrolytic enzymes. Additionally, the catalytic activities
of cellulases, which hydrolyze cellulose to soluble oligomers (DP  6), are particularly lower compared to
enzymes that work on soluble sugars. It has been
reported that high loadings of enzymes (25 kg/ton of
cellulose) are required to release most of the sugars from
biomass at rates compatible with high-throughput
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processes, and the requirement for such unusually high
protein loadings appears to be the single largest cost in
the production of cellulosic biofuels, not including the
cost of biomass itself.2 Increasing the catalytic activity of
cellulases can potentially reduce the cost of the process
and improve the overall biomass conversion rate. To
achieve these goals, rational design based on an understanding of the structure–function relationships of various cellulases and their interactions with cellulose
remains a useful approach.
Glycoside hydrolase family 48 (GH48) are a major
group of processive exocellulases that catalyze cellulose
hydrolysis from the reducing end and produce mostly
cellobiose molecules. More than twenty GH48s have been
isolated from various microorganisms,3 but among
them, only a few have a corresponding X-ray crystal
structure. These structures share common features,
including an (a/a)6 barrel structure, and a tryptophanAdditional Supporting Information may be found in the online version of this
article.
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Figure 1
Superimposition of the crystal structures of family 48 glycoside hydrolases. Note that CelA (4EL8), CelS (1L2A), and CelF (2QNO) share
very similar structures. One representative structure is shown in red.
Cel48 (5BV9) is shown in cyan, and it exhibits several longer loops
compared to the other three structures. In particular, one extra loop in
Cel48 is located at the tunnel exit and is highlighted by a blue circle.
The cellooligomer in the active site tunnel is shown using yellow sticks.
The conserved or partially conserved amino acid residues (see Table I)
that form strong interactions with the cellobiose product at the tunnel
exit are shown in blue sticks with CelA taken as an example where the
labels refer to the Group ID in Table I.

rich active site tunnel providing seven-substrate subsites
preceding the hydrolytic cleavage site and two subsites
following it at the tunnel exit. In particular, CelA from
Caldicellulosiruptor bescii,4 CelS from Clostridium thermocellum,5 and CelF from Clostridium cellulolyticum628
have comparable structures; whereas Cel48 from Bacillus
pumilus exhibits longer loops. Most of these loops are far
from the product site except for one, which is a turn
composed of residues SDEEGYF starting at position 466
(Fig. 1). However, besides these loops, the structure of
Cel48 is extremely close to that of CelA, CelS, and CelF.
Regarding catalytic activity, Cel48 and CelF favor mesophilic conditions, CelS is thermophilic, and CelA is
extremely thermophilic in that it exhibits optimal activity
at 858C and sustains activity at high temperatures (up to
908C).4 The thermophilic cellulases are particularly interesting as they can be added directly to cellulosic biomass
immediately after pretreatment, where the temperature
remains high, increasing energy efficiency.9 In addition,
CelS and CelF are critical components of cellulosomes,10
which are self-assembled complexes of cellulases. Cellulosomes have been shown to have high cellulolytic activity
on biomass degradation.11 For example, the GH48
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enzyme, CelS, plays an essential role in cellulose digestion and utilization by C. thermocellum.12
The active site tunnel of GH48 enzymes provides nine
substrate subsites serving as a substrate pathway for
processive action. These subsites are named as: 27, 26,
25, 24, 23, 22, 21, 11, 12 from the substrate nonreducing end (27) at the tunnel entrance to the reducing
end (12) at the tunnel exit. It is generally believed that
family 48 cellulases can recognize the cellulose chains by
their reducing end, and acquire them into the active site
tunnel. Subsequently, the cellulose chain processes
through the tunnel until it is in position for hydrolytic
reaction. Family 48 cellulases follow a concerted, inverting mechanism.3,13,14 In particular, they use a catalytic
acid (glutamic acid) and a catalytic base (aspartic acid)
to achieve hydrolysis of glycosidic bonds in cellulose. As
a result, a cellobiose product is hydrolyzed and released
into the aqueous environment. Next, the cellulose chain
processes forward in the tunnel by a cellobiose unit,
which continues the catalytic cycle. At some point, the
enzymes dissociate from the cellulose substrate, halting
the processive cycle. The enzymatic activities of some
family 48 cellulases are reported to be extremely low.
For example, the activities of T. fusca Cel48A acting on
swollen cellulose, CM-cellulose, BMCC, and filter article
are 0.405, 0.292, 0.191, and 0.068 microMol CB/min
/microMol enzyme, respectively.15 It has been speculated
that the small turnover number of GH48 enzymes is due
to inefficient acquisition of cellulose by the tunnel
entrance, slow processivity of the cellulose substrate in
the tunnel, and end-product inhibition. This study
focused on understanding the effect of end-product inhibition, in order to provide strategies for improving activity on cellulose.
Several studies have reported that the end-product,
cellobiose, strongly inhibits the activity of the family 48
cellulases, such as C. thermocellum CelS16–18 and T. fusca
Cel48A.15 Almost complete inhibition of the C. thermocellum cellulosome, in which CelS is a major component,
was reported at a concentration of 2% (w:v)
Table I
Residues at the Tunnel Exit of the Four Family 48 Glycoside Hydrolases
Group ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

CelA

Cel48

CelF

CelS

Glu44
Trp412
Thr463
Asp489
Asp493
Lys547
Glu546
Arg548
Ala549
Asp550
Arg613

Glu38
Trp411
Gly500
Asp530
Asp534
Glu591
Glu590
Arg592
Glu593
Asp594
Arg682

Glu44
Trp411
Thr462
Asn490
Asp494
Gln543
Glu542
Arg544
Gly545
Asp546
Arg609

Glu76
Trp439
Asp490
Ser516
Asp520
Ala577
Glu576
Arg578
Ala579
Asp580
Arg643

The residues on the same row are at homologous locations according to protein
sequence alignment using the position-specific iterated BLAST method.41
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cellobiose.17 Note that this concentration is much lower
than the solubility of cellobiose in water (12% w:v). It
was postulated that cellobiose could competitively bind
to both the tunnel entrance and the tunnel exit. Since it
is desirable for cellulases to possess sufficient binding
affinity at the tunnel entrance for substrate recognition
and acquisition, this study focused on how to reduce the
product inhibitory effects at the tunnel exit.
For GH48 enzymes, the mechanism of end-product
inhibition at the molecular level has not been fully determined by experimental measurements. As indirect evidence, Zhang and others found that the initial attack of
cellulose by Clostridium phytofermentans Cel48 generated
a perceptible amount of cellotetraose (7% on crystalline
cellulose and 4% on amorphous cellulose) and cellotriose
(15% on crystalline cellulose and 9% on amorphous cellulose), in addition to the major product cellobiose.19 It
is hypothesized that in the transition state, stabilization
of the substrate on the product side is required before
initiation of substrate cleavage. Hence, the minor production of cellotriose and cellotetraose at the initial
attack of cellulose chains might indicate their weak binding to the tunnel exit. In addition, crystal formation of
family 48 cellulases suggests that the tunnel exit possesses
strong sugar-binding affinity. For example, the presence
of cellobiose is required in forming CelS crystals; and
when growing CelS crystals in cellobiose, the solved crystal structure contains a cellobiose only at the tunnel exit,
taking up subsites 11 and 12.5 In the CelF crystal
structures, subsites 11, 12, and 13 were identified
when using cellotriose and cellotetraose as inhibitors,
indicating sufficient sugar-binding potential at the tunnel
exit.7
Characterization of family 48 crystal structures demonstrates that many residues at the tunnel exit mostly
conserved, including a Trp located at subsites 11 and
12; as well as several charged residues, including Arg,
Asp, and Glu residing along the tunnel exit. The Trp
side-chain stacks onto the two b-glucosyl units at the
product side, and might play an important role in stabilizing the substrate in the transition state. It is likely that
substituting the Trp at this site can weaken the binding
between the product and the tunnel exit. Indeed, for the
endocellulase Cel5A from Acidothermus cellulolyticus,
when mutating the product-binding Tyr 245 into Gly,
the catalytic rate was increased by 40% and the inhibitor
constant, Ki, was increased to 1480%.20 However, mutating the product-binding Trp in exocellulases might
weaken the processivity of the exocellulases as well,
which is not desirable for crystalline cellulose degradation. Furthermore, charged residues can form strong
electrostatic interactions with the cellobiose product via
hydrogen bonding, hindering its escape into the aqueous
environment. More recently, several mutations that were
previously predicted computationally at the product site

of a family 7 cellulase were shown to increase tolerance
to cellobiose.21
We used atomic modeling and molecular dynamics
simulations of family 48 glycoside hydrolases to better
understand end-product inhibition, to evaluate product
expulsion energies in the four crystallized family 48 glycoside hydrolases, and to propose rationally designed
mutants with reduced end-product inhibition.
METHODS
Structure preparations and molecular
dynamics simulations

The atomic models of the glycoside hydrolases were
built based on their X-ray crystal structures obtained
from the PDB database: Cel48 (5BV9), CelA (4EL8),
CelF (2QNO), and CelS (1L2A). The CelF wildtype
structure was converted from the crystal structure of its
mutant E55Q with the substrate in the active site tunnel
following a lower pathway.8 A celloheptaose and a cellobiose from the crystal structures were placed in the active
site tunnel taking the positions from subsite 27 to 22
and from subsite 11 to 12, respectively, representing the
state immediately after the hydrolysis. Each of the systems was simulated in an octahedral water box, and the
net charge was balanced to be neutral by counter ions.
The CHARMM22 force field22 with the CMAP correction23 was used to describe the protein; the
CHARMM36 all-atom carbohydrate force field24 was
used for the cellooligomer, and TIP3P served as the
water model.25 The CHARMM program,26,27 was used
to build the molecular systems. The tool CHAMBER28
was used to convert the coordinate and structural files
and the associated force fields in CHARMM format into
AMBER format. The PMEMD engine of AMBER29 was
used to carry out the molecular dynamics simulations.
For each system, the box size for production run (NVT)
and number of water molecules are listed below.
The system preparations prior to production runs
included four steps: solvent minimization with 1000
steepest descent steps and 1000 conjugate gradient steps;
system minimization with the same strategy; the heating
of the solvent was conducted at constant volume from 0
to 300 K for 20 ps; followed by equilibration of the full
system in the NPT ensemble at 300 K and 1 atm for
500 ps with a time step of 2 fs. Constant temperature
was regulated with a Langevin thermostat, and constant
pressure was regulated using the Berendsen weak coupling algorithm. Subsequently, production runs of the
systems were collected in the NVT ensemble at 300 K for
20 ns with a step size of 2 fs. The trajectories of the production runs were used to provide a series of starting
structures for the steered molecular dynamics (SMD)
simulations. The SMD simulation applies forces to the
selected atoms to accelerate the movement or
PROTEINS
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Figure 2
Representative structures of the initial (a) and final (b) states of the SMD simulations (c). The reaction coordinate (RC) was defined to be the distance between the two C1 atoms.

conformational changes of the system at a slow but nonzero rate, therefore permitting the study of hypothetical
processes within a reasonable time frame. In this study,
40 streams of SMD simulations were conducted for each
system, using 40 different starting structures that were
extracted from the production run. The criteria for
selecting starting structures was that the distance between
the C1 atom of glucose 1 and the C1 atom of glucose 3
be the closest to the most populated distance over the
production run. The SMD simulations were performed
using the PMEMD engine of AMBER. The reaction coordinate was set to be the distance between the two C1
atoms (Fig. 2). Over the course of each SMD simulation,
an external force was exerted on the two C1 atoms
coaxial with the line between their centers, to gradually
increase the reaction coordinate at a constant slow speed
of 1 Å/ns as described by Bu et al.,30 until a total operation distance of 22 Å was reached, simulating the process
of product escape into the aqueous environment after
the hydrolysis. For constant velocity SMD, instantaneous
external force was determined by the change in velocity
that is needed to bring the previous instant velocity to
the target velocity.31 During the process of product
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escape, there was no control over the orientation of the
celloheptaose and the cellobiose. The celloheptaose maintained its position in the well-defined tunnel, and thus
had no significant changes in neither the U, W-torsional
angles of the glycosidic linkages nor the Euler angles. For
the cellobiose, analysis of the U, W-torsional angles over
the course of product escape showed that they were
within the same range as that of the relaxed cellobiose in
aqueous solution. The Euler angles of the cellobiose varied during this process, since cellobiose is not a rigid
body, and such variations were considered averaged out
through the multiple SMD simulations and contributed
to the configurational sampling of the cellobiose molecule, energy, and entropy, during the exit process. The
accumulated external work was recorded over the simulations for free energy calculation.
Free energy calculation using a “fast
growth” method

The product expulsion energy, in this case the binding
free energy between cellobiose and the glycoside hydrolases, which contains a celloheptaomer bound in the 27
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to 21 subsites of the active site tunnel, contributes to
the product inhibition. Calculation of protein–ligand
binding free energy is intrinsically a very interesting
topic. Many methods, for example free energy perturbation, have been successfully implemented in calculating
the protein–ligand binding free energy, though such
methods for large molecular systems often involve complications at the setup stage.30
In this study, we used a nonequilibrium “fast growth”
method, also known as Jarzynski’s equality, to calculate
the product expulsion energy. The product expulsion
energy was defined to be the free energy difference
between the initial state immediately after the cellobiose
was cleaved off the cellulose chain and the final state
when the cellobiose was released into the aqueous environment. The “fast growth” method refers to sampling
with many irreversible processes, different from the
established “slow growth” method, during which the system is driven reversibly from one state to the other.32
Jarzynski’s equality states that the free energy difference
between two states A and B at equilibrium can be estimated using the cumulative work from state A to state B
under nonequilibrium conditions.33,34 Jarzynski’s equality and its computational implementation are expressed as:
x;N

DGA!B  W
1
DGA!B 52 lnhexpð2bWA!B ÞiA
b
N
1 X
1
expð2bWi;A!B Þ
52 ln
b i51 N

where Wx,N is the exponential average of work for N
realizations, and Wi is the nonequilibrium accumulative
work (for the ith realization) done on the system when
going from state A to state B in the forced simulation
process. This method generates both statistical and systematic errors.32 The statistical uncertainty, in terms of
standard error, can be calculated using a bootstrap
method,35,36 which is sensitive to the possibility that
Wx,N might be dominated by one or a few particularly
small values of work among all the realizations. In addition, the “fast growth” estimate contains a systematic
bias: for finite N, the exponential average of work tends
to overestimate DGA!B by37
W x;N 2DGA!B 

br2w
2N

Normally the statistical errors dominate rather than
the systematic errors, and it is suggested that
rW  kB T .32 100 cycles of bootstrapping analysis were
performed to calculate the statistical error every 200 ps.
The “fast growth” method has been shown to converge
to the free energy difference of the two states on small
molecular systems both computationally38 and experi-

Table II
Cellobiose Product Expulsion Free Energies of the Four Family 48 Glycoside Hydrolases and their Mutants

Wildtype and
mutants
CelA
CelA_R548A
CelA_D489A
CelA_D493A
CelA_D550A
CelA_E44A
CelA_E546A
CelA_K547A
Cel48
Cel48_R592A
Cel48_R682A
Cel48_D530A
Cel48_D534A
Cel48_D594A
Cel48_E38A
Cel48_E590A
Cel48_E591A
Cel48_E593A

Mean of the
product expulsion
energy (kcal/mol)
7.88
6.85
7.35
1.83
3.54
4.90
1.16
13.95
12.60
10.90
14.60
14.33
20.33
17.12
19.19
20.14
15.12
13.21

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.21
0.56
0.27
0.56
0.14
0.17
0.17
1.21
0.21
0.67
0.21
0.28
0.21
0.15
0.48
0.34
0.40
0.30

Wildtype and
mutants

Mean of the
product expulsion
energy (kcal/mol)

CelF
CelF_R544A
CelF_R549A
CelF_D494A
CelF_D546A
CelF_E44A
CelF_E542A

11.39
8.31
7.13
8.06
9.34
4.31
15.99

6
6
6
6
6
6
6

0.29
0.76
1.07
0.79
0.46
0.56
0.13

CelS
CelS_R643A
CelS_D490A
CelS_D520A
CelS_E76A
CelS_E576A

14.82
10.63
11.51
8.97
4.71
19.62

6
6
6
6
6
6

0.68
0.20
0.69
0.19
0.54
0.54

Note: The mutants in bold required reduced level of product expulsion energy
compared to the wildtype glycoside hydrolases.

mentally.37 It has been used recently to calculate the
product expulsion energy of cellobiose in the exocellulase
Cel7A from T. reesei, and the result (214.4 kcal/mol)
was qualitatively comparable with that calculated by the
free energy perturbation method (211.2 kcal/mol).30
The product expulsion energies calculated using this
method were also qualitatively consistent with the experimental results that product inhibition mostly affects exocellulases (such as Cel7A and Cel6A from T. reesei)
rather than endocellulases (such as Cel7B from T. reesei
and Cel6B from Humicola insolens).39
The product inhibition in family 48 cellulases might
be related to the composition of amino acid residues at
the tunnel exit, particularly the ones that are charged
and the ones that form hydrogen bonds with the cellobiose. We designed rational single mutants with the
mutation sites along the tunnel exit, aiming at reducing
the product expulsion energies so as to reduce the inhibitory level. To identify the mutation sites, we screened
the 40 streams of the SMD simulations of each wildtype
glycoside hydrolase to detect the tunnel exit residues that
have long-term strong interactions with the cellobiose
(Table II). In particular, the selected residues needed to
be within 4.5 Å of the cellobiose for longer than 2 ns out
of the 22 ns simulation. In addition, the interaction
energy between each of these residues and the cellobiose
was assessed over the course of cellobiose escape for the
40 streams of SMD simulations, in terms of van der
Waals interaction energy and electrostatic interaction
energy. The mutation sites were determined to be the
residues that presented strong VDW interaction (maximum magnitude > 5 kcal/mol) or strong electrostatic
PROTEINS
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Table III
Product Expulsion Energies for Family 48 Glycoside Hydrolases and Their Rational Mutants
Group ID
1*
2#
3
4#
5#
6
7*
8*
9
10*
11*

CelA
Glu44
Trp412
Thr463
Asp489
Asp493
Lys547
Glu546
Arg548
Ala549
Asp550
Arg613

&&

&
&&
%%
&&
&
&&

Cel48
Glu38
Trp411
Gly500
Asp530
Asp534
Glu591
Glu590
Arg592
Glu593
Asp594
Arg682

CelF
%%

%
%%
%
%%
&
%
%%
%

Glu44
Trp411
Thr462
Asn490
Asp494
Gln543
Glu542
Arg544
Gly545
Asp546
Arg609

CelS
&&

&&
%%
&
&

Glu76
Trp439
Asp490
Ser516
Asp520
Ala577
Glu576
Arg578
Ala579
Asp580
Arg643

&&
&
&&
%%

&

The residues in bold are the ones that possess high interaction energy with the cellobiose product over the course of its escape. % (or &) refers to the increase (or
decrease) in DG compared to the wildtype with the magnitude from 1 to 3 kcal/mol;  means the changes in DG is moderate with the magnitude <1 kcal/mol;
%%(or &&) refers to much larger level of DG changes with the magnitude > 3 kcal/mol. * refers to the residues that form a flat surface on the lower side of the inner
tunnel exit. # refers to the residues on the upper side of the tunnel exit (see Fig. 5).

energy (maximum magnitude > 17 kcal/mol) to the cellobiose, and such strong interaction occurred in at least 20
out of the 40 SMD simulations. Interestingly, many of the
identified mutation sites were conserved or partially conserved among the four glycoside hydrolases (Table III).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Wildtype family 48 glycoside hydrolases

Whereas the structures and the amino acid residues of
the four wildtype family 48 glycoside hydrolases are similar near the product site except for Cel48, the cellobiose
product expulsion free energies vary widely. The calculated product expulsion free energies indicate that the
product inhibitory level is the highest in CelS, followed by
Cel48A and CelF, and the lowest in CelA (Fig. 3).
Although the product expulsion energy cannot alone
explain the relative activities for these cellulases, it probably makes a large contribution to product inhibition.
Compared with the CelA, CelS, and CelF structures, Cel48
exhibits an extra loop structure at the tunnel exit (Fig. 1).
This loop was initially speculated to be a cause for the
higher product inhibitory level in Cel48, compared to
CelA. However, the Cel48 potential of mean force (PMF)
profile showed that the free energy change reached a plateau for reaction coordinate values of 10 Å and beyond,
before the cellobiose started to have contact with the additional loop. Therefore, the loop in Cel48 does not seem to
affect the level of product inhibition.
The magnitudes of the free energies reported here are
in agreement with those reported in earlier studies for
similar glycoside hydrolases using steered molecular
dynamics and free energy perturbation theory.30,39 In
these SMD simulations, there was no control over the
orientation of the celloheptaose and the cellobiose. The
celloheptaose maintained its position in the well-defined
tunnel, and thus had no significant changes in either the
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U,W-torsional angles of the glycosidic linkages nor the
Euler angles. For the cellobiose, analysis of the U,W-torsional angles over the course of product escape showed
that they were within the same range as that of the
relaxed cellobiose in aqueous solution40 (data not
shown). The Euler angles of the cellobiose varied during
this process, since cellobiose is not a rigid body, and
such variations were considered to be averaged out
through the multiple SMD simulations.
It is noteworthy that this study might only represent
part of the mechanism for product inhibition. For example, the course of product escape was designed to be
such that when moving the cellobiose product out of the
tunnel exit, the substrate maintained its position in the
substrate side of the tunnel. However, the movement of

Figure 3
Cellobiose product expulsion free energies of the four wildtype family
48 glycoside hydrolases. Standard error of all data points was below
1 kcal/mol.
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Figure 4
Calculated cellobiose product expulsion energy in the wildtype (WT) and rational mutants of CelA (a), Cel48 (b), CelF (c), and CelS (d). Standard
error of all data points was below 1 kcal/mol. The homologous mutants of the four glycoside hydrolases (Table I) are plotted in the same color.

the substrate toward the product side and the product
escape might happen simultaneously, in which case, the
substrate gradually binds to the subsites 11 and 12,
reducing the free energy difference between these initial
and final states. Additionally, the crystal structures of the
glycoside hydrolases might not represent all the conformations over the course of product escape, and previous
efforts in guiding the substrate (celloheptamer in this
system) to proceed over the active site in simulations
were rather unsuccessful due to the narrow path at the
active site. Overall, as the goal was to find mutation sites
along the tunnel exit of the glycoside hydrolases, and
particularly the sites beyond the subsites 11 to reduce
binding to the cellobiose product over its escape, it was
decided not to involve the process of substrate advance
in the simulations.
Rational mutants of family 48 glycoside
hydrolases

As described above, the composition of amino acid
residues at the tunnel exit affects the product expulsion

energy. We rationally designed single mutants at sites
along the tunnel exit to reduce the product expulsion
free energies. The product expulsion energies of each of
the wildtype glycoside hydrolases and their rational
mutants are shown in Table II and Figure 4, and are further presented in a more intuitive representation in Table
III, where the homologous amino acid residues among
the four family 48 glycoside hydrolases are listed in the
group. The mutants with reduced product expulsion
energies indicated possibly good candidates with reduced
levels of product inhibition. Promising mutations were
found in all family 48 glycoside hydrolases except for
Cel48. The lack of success in reducing the binding free
energy in Cel48 seems to come from the extra turn close
to the tunnel exit. This turn composed of amino acids
SDEEGYF starting at position 466 appears to increase
the amino acid packing rendering the tunnel exit less
deformable even in the mutants.
Mutating the tunnel exit residues of the glycoside
hydrolases can change the topological features of the
region and thus affect its affinity to the cellobiose product over the course of product escape. In particular, at
PROTEINS
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Figure 5
The residues that affect the product escape at the tunnel exit of family
48 glycoside hydrolases. The residues are labeled by their Group IDs.
The residue Groups 1, 7, 8, 10, and 11 that form a flat surface at the
inner part of the tunnel exit are presented in licorice and transparent
vdW spheres. The red vdW spheres refer to acidic amino acid residues,
and the blue ones refer to basic residues. The representation corresponds to the crystal structure of Cel48. The Groups 3 and 9 are not
shown since Group 3 is further away from the active site and Group 9
is neither conserved nor has a large effect on product escape.

the initial stage of product escape, the cellobiose is stuck
in a narrow pocket (Fig. 5). On the bottom side of the
tunnel exit, the conserved residues including two Args,
two Glus, and one Asp in the Groups 1, 7, 8, 10, and 11,
forming a flat vdW surface via multiple salt bridges
(Table III). These charged residues can form multiple
hydrogen bonds with the cellobiose. On the other side,
the conserved residues Trp and Asp in the Groups 2 and
5 form stacking interactions and hydrogen bonds with
the cellobiose, respectively. It is likely that the planar bottom surface and the Trp residue on the top side function
together in stabilizing the substrate prior to its hydrolysis. Substituting the Group 8 Arg into Ala reduces the
product expulsion energy, and this is probably due to
Arg associating with three acidic amino acids in the
Groups 1, 7, and 10, and plays a key role in forming the
flat surface. Therefore, the removal of this Arg would
truncate the flat surface region and ease the product
release. The interaction energy between each of the
mutation sites and the cellobiose over the course of
product escape is dominated by electrostatic interactions
(Fig. 6 and Supporting Information Fig. S1), rather than
vdW interactions that are negligible (data not shown).
Analysis of the intermolecular electrostatic interactions
indicates that the acidic residues induce attractive interactions whereas the basic residues of the Groups 8 and

Figure 6
The electrostatic interaction between each mutation site and the cellobiose product in CelA (a), Cel48 (b), CelF (c), and CelS (d). The homologous
mutants of the four glycoside hydrolases (Table I) are plotted in the same color.
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11 tend to induce repulsive interactions to the cellobiose
(Fig. 6). The homologous mutation sites, however, did
not always follow the same trend in the changes of the
product expulsion energies compared to the wildtype
enzymes. For example, mutating the Group 1 Glu or the
Group 5 Asp reduces the product expulsion energies in
CelA, CelF, and CelS, but increases it in Cel48. Also,
mutating the Group 7 Glu causes the increase in the
product expulsion energies in Cel48, CelF, and CelS, but
not CelA.
At the later stage of product escape, the partially conserved Group 4 Glu and the charged Group 6 residues
seem to have impact on the product escape. Interestingly,
mutating the Group 6 Lys in CelA severely increases the
product expulsion energy, and mutating the Group 6
Glu in Cel48 also increases the expulsion energy. This
combined with the result that each of these residues
form attractive interactions with the cellobiose product
(Fig. 6), indicates that the charged residues might assist
in passing along the product more easily than other
amino acid species. This suggests that including a
charged residue at this location, particularly Lys, might
facilitate the product escape. It appears that the optimal
mutant could be obtained by some combination of these
single point mutations to help the fine tuning of interactions at the product site to further lower the binding free
energy of the product.
CONCLUSIONS
End-product inhibition of family 48 processive exocellulases is one possible explanation for their low catalytic
activities. The crystal structures of the glycoside hydrolases revealed that a cellobiose unit stays in a pocket at
the tunnel exit of the glycoside hydrolases. Also, a previous study on the glucose distribution around the surface
of a family 48 glycoside hydrolase, CelF, suggested a
higher binding affinity between the cellobiose product
and the tunnel exit compared to the protein surface in
general. We hypothesize that the end-product binds to
the tunnel exit of the glycoside hydrolase, inhibits its
functioning. In this study, we evaluated the binding
affinity of cellobiose at the tunnel exit of the glycoside
hydrolases by use of free energy calculations of the product expulsion. We also designed and evaluated rational
single mutants with the mutation sites along the tunnel
exit, with the aim of reducing the product expulsion
energies. We show that certain single mutants at the conserved or partially conserved residue sites seem to have
lower binding affinity to cellobiose compared to the
wildtype enzymes. In particular, mutating the residues in
the product-binding site groups 1, 5, and 8 into Ala in
most of the family 48 glycoside hydrolases may be effective in reducing the product inhibitory effect. Mutating
the residues in Group 6 into Lys or other charged amino

acids might also ease the product escape. Thus, we have
identified theoretically plausible mutants of family 48
glycoside hydrolases. Further experimental studies are
needed to verify the effectiveness of these mutants in
improving the turnover numbers of the cellulases.
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